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J u n c tio n s
and several applications 
by
Dick van Leijenhorst  
A b s tra c t
Some M aple softw are is p resen ted  th a t  was used in a  study  of the  sym m etric 
functions: in  particu la r, M acM ahon’s m ethod  of counting  L a tin  squares, 
and  ite ra tive  behavior. Some background  of various algorithm s has been 
p rovided as well.
Ke ywords :  sy m m e tr ic  fu n c tio n s , c o m b in a to r ic s , L a tin  sq u a re s , co m p lex ity .
1 Introduction.
1.1 T h e  s y m m e tr ic  fu n ctions:  an ap proach  b y  c o m p u te r  
algebra.
In this report I would like to  record and discuss some Maple software developed 
and used in the course of an investigation in the theory of the sym m etric 
functions. Some background will be provided as well.
The fascinating sym m etric functions are useful in m any places: classic effective 
algebraic num ber theory [22], transcendental num ber theory [3] and the construction 
and investigations of representations of the sym m etric and other groups [25].
Also by themselves of course, the sym m etric functions form  a very interesting 
subject in algebra and discrete m athem atics. For instance, M acM ahon used 
them  to count Latin  squares, applying the theory of H am m ond operators th a t 
was also studied later on by the prom inent D utch m athem atician  Van Der 
Corput, ([7], [8].)
The theory of sym m etric functions over the rational num bers forms an ideal 
playground for the com puter algebraist, due to  its beauty  in com bination w ith 
the long and complex polynom ials involved.
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In this respect, it is rem arkable how m any beautiful com binatorial and 
algebraic results have been obtained in the 19th century and the first half of the 
20th by H am m ond, Cayley, M acM ahon, W eber and others [26], notw ithstanding 
these intricacies and w ithout any help of calculatory devices!
M odern com puter algebra system s such as Maple tu rn  out to  be an excellent 
tool to  investigate the theory. Moreover, com binatorial theory has advanced 
m uch, allowing one to  sta te  old results in a clearer way. Like m any other 
authors, we shall m ainly refer to  M acD onald’s celebrated book [25], where the 
theory has been pu t on a more secure footing.
During the rise of com puter science and, more in particular, com plexity 
theory, new questions were addressed to, such as deriving bounds for the tim e 
necessary to  com pute sym m etric functions [34], and the construction of small 
form ulas and circuits for the Boolean sym m etric functions, e.g, the bits of the 
H am m ing weight ([31], [32]) which are essential in the theory of error-correcting 
codes [27].
In this survey we shall s ta rt w ith our own Maple im plem entations of the 
basic algorithm s involving the sym m etric functions and their various bases. Our 
notations will closely follow the first chapters of M acdonalds textbook [25]. In 
this part there is some overlap w ith John R. S tem bridge’s library package SF 
(which is also based on M acD onald’s book). We have used Maple V, vs. 3 and
4.
However, some new im plem entations belonging to  more advanced topics 
will be addressed too (e.g, W eber’s algorithm  and an algorithm ic form  of the 
“Decom position Lem m a” [20]). In [20], we give a complete, rigourous and 
elem entary proof of M acM ahon’s celebrated form ula for the num ber of Latin 
squares of given order along the lines of “Scriptum  3” of Van Der C orput 
[7]. This treatise contains some of the software used for tests and verifications 
of M acM ahon’s theory of counting, H am m ond’s differential operators, Cayley 
reciprocity (M acM ahon [26], Van Der C orput [7]).
Finally, we give some software used in the study of the iterative behaviour 
of sym m etric functions [19]. A plain tex t version of the software in this report 
can be downloaded as h t tp : /www.cs.kun .n l/ bolke/R esearch/SFPA C K .gz
C o n ten ts .
This report is divided into six sections:
1. Introduction . Technical prelim inaries: the sym m etric functions; 
power series in countably m any variables; subrings; lists; notations; 
other representations; unicity using sufficiently m any variables. For 
more background we refer to  [20].
2. The sym m etric function theorem  and some generalities. Various 
ways of converting sym m etric functions; e.g, im plem entation  of W eber’s 
algorithm  and a discussion of its m erits.
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3. My own conversion package. G enerators of and conversion procedures 
between the standard  forms of the sym m etric functions.
4. H am m ond operators, the algebra of differential operators, and 
Latin  squares.
5. Software for the k-fold sym m etric functions (cf. [19]).
6. References.
1.2 T echn ica l p re lim in ar ies .
The objects we shall study are power series in a countably infinite set X  =  
{ x i , x 2 , • • •} of variables. The underlying dom ain will be an infinite field K,  
occasionally a com m utative ring R.  Let be the set of these series. Note th a t 
the set of term s x j 1 x j 2 ■ ■ ■ x j m is itself countable, so th a t the set Px, is in fact 
no more in tim idating  th an  the collection of power sets in one variable only!
The symmetric  functions over X  are “ideal” objects to  be defined below. 
They form  a set S oo C Poo- In practice of course, one works w ith the set S n of 
sym m etric functions over X n =  {x i ,  X2 , ■ ■ ■ x n } which are specializations defined 
by pu tting  Xi =  0, i > n in the obvious way. In a P latonic way, the sym m etric 
function over X n will be called a “shadow” (or, in this case, an “n-shadow ” ). 
In a no tation  sim ilar to  above, S n C Fn .
Following [25], a partition P  of length k > 0 is a nondecreasing sequence 
P  =  (pi, ■ ■ ■ ,pk)  of nonnegative integers, i.e. 0 <  p\  <  P2 ■ ■ ■ <  Pk- In another 
notation , P  =  (a^1 • • -a^*) where 0 <  a i <  £¡2 • • • <  am and each ij >  0. The 
aj are the different elem ents am ong the p i , aj occurring w ith m ultiplicity i j . 
Hence, =  k-
Given P, let Tp  be the set of all term s of the form  t =  x9: 1 ■ ■ ■ xp; k , w ith the ; * 1 * k '
i j ’s from  N, all different. W ith  a partition  P  we shall associate the following 
elem ent of C -Foo :
m
t£Tp
[P] is called a partition function  or also a hstfunction  or, in short, a list.
The set S oo is defined as the linear subspace of Fa0 generated by all the 
[P]. The set S n is obtained by the projection n n defined as the substitu tion  
Xi =  0, i >  n. We let So =def K .  The following facts are easy and well-known
([25]):
1. S n is the set of sym m etric functions in the variables x \ ,  ■ ■ ■, x n .
2. [P] m aps to  0 by n n if k > n; however if n >  k the restriction of 
n n to  Sk is injective.
Further definitions will be m ade below at the appropriate places. For more 
background we refer to  [19], [20].
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2 Im plem enting the Sym m etric Function Theorem .
2.1 In tr o d u ct io n .
In this section we shall describe some Maple software im plem enting conversions 
between various representations of the sym m etric functions. Though sim ilar 
program s often are already available, e.g. in the Maple package SF, we shall 
discuss a few more unusual m ethods (e.g, W eber’s algorithm  and an algorithm ic 
form  of the “D ecom position Lem m a” [20]). The references are those of the 
form er section.
2.2 T h e  S y m m e tr ic  F u n ct io n  T h e o r e m .
The Sym m etric Function Theorem  states th a t over any integral dom ain, any 
sym m etric function in n variables can be w ritten  in a unique way as a polynom ial 
in the elem entary sym m etric functions. Here by “function” we m ean, in an old- 
fashioned way, “polynom ial” ; note th a t over an infinite field any polynom ial 
function belongs to  a unique polynom ial, bu t this is not true over finite fields.
The Sym m etric Function Theorem  is one of the first results in invariant 
theory, which, indeed, can be seen as a generalization thereof [35]. The usual way 
to  prove this is rem iniscent of more m odern reduction m ethods from  Groebner 
basis theory in com puter algebra.
In the old-fashioned, effective developm ent of algebraic num ber theory [22] 
the Sym m etric Function Theorem  is indispensable.
In m ost com puter algebra system s im plem entations of the sym m etric function 
theorem  are given and efficiency in calculating these is very im portan t.
Some new and perhaps interesting variations on the Sym m etric Function 
Theorem  can be found in [14] and [19].
Most im portan t is the im plem entation used for the sym m etric function 
theorem  (SFT), i.e. to  transform  sym m etric functions into “ordinary” functions 
of the elem entary sym m etric functions. Indeed, the transform ations between 
the other kinds of sym m etric function bases are com putationally  triv ial if one 
is given, bu t there always rem ains one “hard” transform ation. So how to 
im plem ent the SFT?
At least five approaches to  this end are possible:
0. Consider the iden tity  f ( x i, • • •, x n) =  g{a\,  • • •, an) as a set of 
linear equations over the space generated by all the term s x^1 ■ ■ ■ x lnn , 
w ith the coefficients of g as unknowns; and solve th a t equation.
1. The well-known classic reduction m ethod as found in, e.g, of der 
W aerden;
2. R eduction using G roebner basis theory; in fact fitting in classic 
invariant theory and as such presented in S turm fels’s book [35] on
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this topic;
3. W eber’s m ethod [27]; and
4. Using m ultidim ensional in terpolation.
A straightforw ard im plem entation of 1. is given in our package as the Maple 
procedure xTOec. The slow algorithm s 0. and 2. are m ainly of theoretical 
interest and not im plem ented. We shall discuss m ethods 3. and 4. now.
2.3 W e b e r ’s A lg o r ith m .
2 .3 .1  In tro d u ctio n .
As to point 3., let us present in m odern exact form, the old and not widely 
known idea of W eber. Maple code will be given which in m any cases appears 
to  be faster th an  the usual algorithm s, e.g., as im plem ented by A.H.M . Levelt 
[21]. Some experim ental results are also given.
2 .3 .2  B ack grou n d .
Let ƒ be a sym m etric polynom ial in Fn =  K[ x i ,  ■ ■ •, x n\. According to  the 
Sym m etric Function Theorem  there exists a unique polynom ial f s in K [ y i , • • •, yn\ 
such th a t f s ( a i, • • •, a n) =  ƒ, where as before a 8- is the ¿th sym m etric function 
in x \  to  x n : ai  =  S i < j 1< j2...<j <n x j i x j 2 Here follows the algorithm
and a proof of its correctness:
* If n < 2 then f s =  f ( y i ) .  Else,
* If n >  2 w rite ƒ =  ^  f i x n where the f i  in Fn_\  are sym m etric in 
x \ ,  • • •, x „ - i .  Let a '1; • • •, a'n_ 1 be the elem entary sym m etric functions 
in x \ ,  ■ ■ Now recursively apply Weber’s algorithm and find  
polynomials f s i(yi, • • •, y„ - i )  with f s i(a [, • • •, a'n_ 1) = f i j o r a l l i .
* There exist polynom ials a ' ¿(t/i, • • •, yn- i ,  x) in K[yi ,  ■ ■ ■, yn- i ,  x] 
th a t satisfy a ' ¿(a^, ■ ■ ■ ,a'n_ 1, x n) =  a\.
(Indeed, a '  =  x 1^ 1 x ln ; 1 <
i <  n —1. This followsfrom  the identity  1+X^fci1 a 'ix% = E lfci1 (■*■ +  XiX) =  
(1+ * n * )_1 n:=i (1 +  x ix ) =  ( l+ * n * ) - 1( l+ E r = i  “ *■**) by expanding 
the right hand side as a power series in x.)
Now let P{yi ,  ■ ■ ■ , y n- i , x )  = J 2 f ^ ( a's i, • • a's n - i ) x i> note th a t by 
construction P ( a i, • • •, a n- \ ,  x n) =  f ( x i, • • •, x n). Rewrite P  m  the 
form J 2 ei ( v i r  ■ ■ , y n- i ) x i .
* Let Q(yi,  ■ ■ ■, y„, x) = dei x n +  Y a Zo { - ^ n - i V n - i x ' 1 ■ Here yn is
a new indeterm inate. Note th a t Q(a  i, ■ ■ ■ ,a„,  x) = Y\a=i (x ~  x i)- 
Now consider P  and Q as polynomials m  x and divide P  by Q. This
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can be done in K[y\ ,  • • •, j/n][*] since Q has highest coefficient 1. One 
obtains a relation P ( y 1, • • •, y „ - i , x )  = A ( y lt • • •, y „ ,x ) Q ( y 1, • • •, yn ,x )  +
R(y i ,  ■ ■ ■ , y n ,x ) .  The rem ainder R  has degree < n in x.
* Claim: x does not occur m  R  and R  =  / s ; the sought-for representation o f  f .
Proof: Consider R ( y 1, ■ ■ ■, yn , x) -  f s (yi, ■ ■ ■, y„); th is equals P ( y 1, • • •, y „ - i , x )
—A ( y i , ■ ■ ■ , y n ,x )  Q(yi ,  ■ ■ - , y n ,x )  - f s (yi, ■ ■ - ,y„).  Substitu tion  of = a { yields:
Ri^ CX l , • • • , OLn: x ) ^  (c ii, • • • , Cln) — P  {^CX l , • • • , Cln_ l, x ) y l(d i , • • • , OLn: ;c) Q (cii, • • • , OLn: X)
fs  (c^l 7***7 ®n) •
Then P (c i i , • • •, cin , ^  (c ii, • • •, cin) — P  (cii, • • •, cin _ i , £n) y l(d i , • • •, cin , )
Q(di , ***,Cln ,Xn) • • • , a n) — f  {x 1 , ' ' ' , ) 4^(ck i , • • • , Cl n , X  n ) —^ (^n )
- ƒ ( * ! ,  • • • , *„)  =  ƒ -  A(«1, • • •, a n , *n).0 -  ƒ =  0.
After the application of any coordinate perm uta tion  th a t changes x n in to  Xj 
th is becomes R ( a i, • • •, a n ,Xj) - f s ( a i, • • •, a n) =  ƒ (a?i, • • • , *„)  • • • , «„ ,
Q ( a i, —f ( x i ,  • • •, x n) =  0. Let Ko be the field K ( x i ,  • • •, x n). We see
th a t R ( a i, • • •, a n , * j) — / s ( a i ,  • • •, a n), as an elem ent of Ko[x\,  has degree <  n 
in x  whilst it possesses n zeroes in Ko,  nam ely x \ ,  ■ ■ ■, x n .
It follows th a t R ( a i, • • •, a„, x j)  = f s ( a i, • • •, a n) =  ƒ.
Consider R ( y 1, • • •, yn , x ) - f s (y1, ■ ■ ■ , y n) as a polynom ial in x  over K [ y lt • • •, yn].
The substitu tion  yi —> on (all i) makes the coefficients 0; however, the «¿’s are 
algebraically independent since we always assume th a t K  is infinite. Hence, the 
coefficients also disappear in K[yi ,  •••,?/„].  So R(y i ,  ■ ■ ■ , y n ,x )  =  f s ( y i , • • •, yn) 
indeed. □
An elem entary analysis readily shows th a t, theoretically, this is not a fast 
algorithm : the costs are of order £!(nn). However, in practice the usual algorithm  
often are even slower.
2 .3 .3  A  h is to r ic a l n o te  an d  so m e e x p e r im e n ts .
Prof. Levelt (CSI/K U N ) was so kind as to  provide us w ith some earlier experim ents 
by his hand (sent to  the Maple U ser’s G roup in 1991), where the “classic” 
reduction procedure in the proof of the sym m etric function theorem  is com pared 
w ith a G roebner basis variant.
Q uoting him:
“ ********()ld fashioned algebra som etim es b etter th an  G roebner bases.
Long ago, before the advent of com puter algebra, I was taugh t the M ain Theorem  
on Sym m etric Polynom ials. The proof was presented as an exam ple of a beautiful 
algorithm . Yes, some algebraist were interested in algorithm s in those days.
Look into of der W aarden’s well-known book “M odern Algebra” . It is interesting 
to  see th a t the M ain Theorem  fits into G roebner basis theory. B ut for an efficient 
algorithm  it is b e tter to  do it the classic way, which can be viewed as a norm al
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form  algorithm  ’avant la le ttre ’. Here follows a program  using only low level 
M aple stuff and an exam ple in order to  com pare the direct m ethod w ith the 
Groebner basis m ethod. ”
One of Levelts typical results was: “
f :=xl~15+x2~15+x3~15+x4~15: 
g :=sym2elsym(f,x,s);
# Computation (MapleV) takes about 47 secs on a'Spark station (IPC) .
# Computation using normalf algorithm of Grobner packages takes more
# than 300 secs.
2 .3 .4  S om e o b serv a tio n s .
Using the above im plem entation ( “weber” ), some experim ents were done as to 
assess the speed relative to  the existing software m entioned in section 2. First, 
Maple 5.01 (US) for the Apple M acintosh was used on an old M acintosh Ilsi. 
Unless sta ted  otherwise however, all the following calculations were done under 
Unix on a Sun (the CSI “zeus” or the KUN Dept, of M ath. wn3 com puters).
As a first test, Levelt’s exam ple of section 2 was chosen: 
f :=xl~15+x2~15+x3~15+x4~15.
“weber” took only a few seconds; checking the result took 24 seconds instead 
of 36 on a Sparc W orkstation (Levelt). Hence, even allowing for a 33 “weber” 
perform s m uch b etter in this case. A sum m ary account of this and some more 
sessions follows next.
Next, a procedure “average” was w ritten  th a t reduces a num ber of random  
sym m etric polynom ials in bo th  ways, and com putes the average running times.
As a first experim ent, a random  polynom ial “rapo” was taken and the elem entary 
sym m etric functions were substitu ted  into it, yielding a complex sym m etric 
polynom ial “raposym ” . This polynom ial was reduced to  “rapo” using “weber” 
and “sym 2elsym ” . Here, the classic m ethod appeared to  be 20 to  30 tim es faster 
th an  “weber” ! This led us to  conclusion 1. below.
The experim ents suggest the following ten ta tive  rem arks: 1. “weber” is probably 
faster th an  the classic m ethod (e.g., “sym 2elsym ” ) when the ou tpu t result is very 
complex.
(This leads to  an interesting com plexity problem: is there a simple relation 
or tradeoff between the com plexity (e.g. string length, num ber of term s) of the 
sym m etric function f ( x i ,  • • - , x n) and th a t of its pendant g(yi ,  ■ ■ ■ , y n ) (where 
g ( a i , • • •, a n) =  ƒ)? A possible approach m ight be, to  consider ƒ and g as vectors 
indexed by the term s and to  investigate the m atrix  of the linear m apping f  g.)
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2. The running tim e of “weber” m ay be more “uniform ” th an  the classic m ethod 
(e.g., “sym 2elsym ” ).
3. During the “weber” procedure, Maple ran  into trouble while working w ith 
very large polynom ials. In “weber” , the table gam m a is a local variable. Somewhere 
during the recursion Maple forgot some of its stored values, whence the corresponding 
table entries evaluated as their names. Debugging showed th a t only gamma[0] 
existed from  a given point. Obviously this is a m em ory problem; the same 
program  perform ed well under Unix on a Sun system.
2 .3 .5  M a p le  p ro ced u res  c o n n e c te d  w ith  W e b e r ’s a lg o r ith m .
For c la rity ’s sake, an expanded version of our im plem entation  of W eber’s algorithm  
is presented first. A shorter version th a t, however, is more difficult to  decypher 
can be found next; in the package it appears as “xTO e” , our default conversion 
procedure.
# WEBER’S ALGORITHM FOR THE SYMMETRIC FUNCTION THEOREM:# Input for the following procedure is a symmetric polynomial f(xl, x 2 , . . .) ;
# output is this polynomial written as g(yl,y2...) where yi denotes the ith






gamma := tableO; 
eta : = table () ; 
aacc : = table () ; 
if n < 2 thenresult := expand(subs(x.1 = y.l,f))
elseomega:=X~n; for i to n do omega:=omega+y.i*(—1)~i*X~(n-i) od; 
for i to n-1 do aacc[i]: = (-X)~ i; 




for i from 0 to dgr do
gamma[i] := weber(coeff(f,x.n,i))
od;
for i from 0 to dgr do 
for j to n-1 do
gamma[i] := subs(y.j = aacc [j] ,gamma[i] )
odod;
for i from 0 to dgr do
for j to n-1 do gamma[i] := subs(z.j = y . j ,gamma[i] ) od 
od;







# Converts symmetric function, given in x-vorm, to e-polynomial
# cf. Weber’s method. Often faster than the classic method ‘‘xTOec"# (see elsewhere). Hay be called as xT0e(f,n) (by Maple convention). 
xTOe := proc(f) local X,n,dgr,gamma;
n:=nops(indets(f)); if n < 2 then RETURN(expand(subs(x.1 = e.l,f))) fi; 
dgr := degree(f,x.n);
gamma:=subs(seq(z.j = e.j,j=l..n-1),eval(subs(seq(e.j = (-X)~j+ 
sum(’z.k*(-X)~(j-k)’,’k ’=1..j), j=l..n-l), eval(array(0..dgr,





# Since we used it in our initial experiments, we shall quote the following
# software by A. Levelt. Our own package contains a similar program ‘‘xTOec".
# Implementation of the Main Theorem on Symmetric Polynomials: For any
# commutative ring R let f be a symmetric polynomial in xl,...,xn and
# coefficients in R there exist one and only one polynomial g in sl,...,sn
# with coefficients in R such that f(xl,...,xn)=g(elsyml,...,elsymn). Here
# elsymi is the i-th elementary symmetric polynomial in xl,...,xn.
# (elsyml=xl+...+xn, elsym2=xl*x2+xl*x3+..., ...,xn=xl*x2*...*xn).
## Author: A.H.H. Levelt, Hathematisch Instituut, Toernooiveld, 6525 ED Nijmegen,
# The Netherlands. E-mail: ahml@sci.kun.nl# (Lots of people must have programmed this algorithm as an exercise) .
# For any list x=[xl,...,xn] of indeterminates (resp. expressions) and
# any integer i elsym(i,x) returns the i-th elementary symmetric polynomial.
# It returns 0 if i<l or i>n. Notice that divisions are nowhere needed.
elsym:=proc(i,x) 
local j;
if x=[] then RETURN(0) fi;
if i<l or i>nops(x) then RETURN(O) fi;
if i=l then RETURN (sum(’x [j]’,’j ’=1. .nops (x) ) ) fi;
if nops(x)=l then RETURN(x[l]) fi;
expand(x[1]*elsym(i-l,rest(x))+elsym(i,rest(x)))
end:
# Let x:=[xl,...,xn], s=[si,...,sn] be lists of indeterminates.
# Let f be a symmetric polynomial in xl,...,xn. Then
# sym2elsym(f, [xl,...,xn],[si,...sn]) returns a polynomial g in si,...,sn





if g=0 then RETURN(0) fi; 
if n=0 then RETURN(f) fi;
for i to n do el[i]:=elsym(i,x) od; 
h:=highest(g,x); 
e : =h[2] ;
t : =h[l] »product ( ’ el [i] ~ (e [i] -e [i+1] ) ’ , ’ i ’=1. .n-1)*el [n] ~e [n] ; 
expand (h[l] »product (’s[i]~(e[i]-e[i+l]) ’ , ’ i ’ = 1. .n-1)*s [n] ~e [n]
+sym2elsym(g-t,x,s)) 
end:
# Let g be a polynomial in xl,...,xn. Then highest(g,x) returns a list
# [c,[dl,...,dn]], where c*xl~dl*...*xn~dn is the leading monomial of g




if f=0 then RETURN(0) fi; 
if x=[] then RETURN(g) fi; 
d: =degree (g ,x[l] ) ; 
c:=coeff(g,x[l] ,d) ;
if nops(x)=l then RETURN ( [c , [d] ] ) fi; 
h:=highest(c,rest(x));









# Comparing the running times of ‘‘sym2elsym" and ‘‘weber" on a number of randomly
# chosen symmetric functions.
# average
# 1. Name/inputs: average(nrgetest,nrvars,cfbound,grbound)
# 2. Functionality: subjects a number of pseudorandom symmetric functions to
# ‘‘sym2elsym" and ‘‘weber" and yields the average CPU-times.
# 3. Input format: The input parameters of ‘‘average" have the following meaning:
# nrgetest is the number of random symmetric functions to be tested;
# nrvars is the number of variables one works with;
# cfbound is a bound for the absolute values of the coefficients; and
# grbound is the total degree of the first chosen random polynomial in
# the elementary symmetric functions.
# 4. Output format: Maple screen output
# 5. Aux. proc’s: elsym
# 6. Description: the procedure ‘‘average" uses Levelts procedure ‘‘elsym" to generate
# the elementary symmetric functions; then it generates a ‘‘random"
# polynomial with integral coefficients in the elementary symmetric
# functions; expands it into a symmetric polynomial, and subjects it to
# ‘‘sym2elsym" and ‘‘weber". Having done this a number of times, the
# CPU time for both is averaged and displayed as ‘‘levtime" and
# ‘‘webtime", respectively.
# 7. Special remarks: -
# 8. Example(s) : -
average:=proc(nrgetest,nrvars,cfbound,grbound)
local rapo , levtime,webtime, timbeg,x,s ,cl,c2,i,j,n,raposym,LT,WT; 
x: = []; for i to nrvars do x : = [op(x) ,x. i] od; 
s: = []; for i to nrvars do s : = [op (s) ,s . i] od; 
for i to nrgetest do
rapo:=randpoly(s,coeffs=rand(-cfbound..cfbound),degree=grbound); 
print(‘rapo is:‘);print(rapo);raposym:=rapo;
for j to nrvars do raposym:=subs(s.j=elsym(j,x),raposym) od; 
raposym:=expand(raposym);
levt ime:=0;webt ime:=0; t imbeg:=t ime();
cl:=weber(raposym); 
webt ime:=t ime()-t imbeg+webt ime; 
print(‘cl is:‘);print(cl);




levt ime:=t ime()-t imbeg+levt ime;
print(‘c2 is:‘);print(c2); 
c2:=expand(c2-rapo);if not(c2=0) then ERROR fi 
od;
LT:=levtime/nrgetest; W T :=webtime/nrgetest;
print(‘levtime= ‘); print( LT); print(‘webtime= ‘); print(WT) 
end:
#####################################################################################
2.4  T h e  in te r p o la t io n  approach .
2 .4 .1  In tro d u ctio n .
As to point 4., consider any sym m etric function f ( x i , • • • , *„) ,  w ritten  as g{a\ , ■ ■ ■, an) 
where the a8- are the elem entary sym m etric functions. Now f ( x i, • • • , £„)  is 
determ ined com pletely by its values on a discrete (di +  1) x • • • x (dn +  l)-block 
of points, where di >  deg(f ,  Xi), all i.
Given such a block B  however, take the set B '  =  {(ai(a:), • • •, (an (x) \ x  G B }.
B '  m ay not be a block, bu t we know the values g(y) for all y £ B '  (note th a t 
g(y)  is the value of ƒ in x, where (ai (x) ,  • • •, (an (x) =  y), and these determ ine 
g. We conclude th a t g can be recovered by use of in terpolation, which can be 
done fast using F FT -related  techniques.
However, no actual im plem entation of this idea is known to the author. Some 
M aple experim ents will be presented now.
2 .4 .2  E x p e r im e n ts .
In order to  test the in terpolation  idea, some prelim inary experim ents were 
m ade. Rem em ber th a t we wish to  in terpolate the function g(y)  representing 
ƒ as a polynom ial in the elem entary sym m etric functions, on the set B '  =
{(a i (*); • • •, (o-n(x) | x  G B} .  Here B  is a “block” , bu t B'  probably not. In terpolation  
is of course still possible using a m ultidim ensional version of Lagrange’s form ulas.
A naive approach (not using an intelligent way to  generate these form ulas as, 
e.g., done in [1] for the one dim ensional case), leads of course to  an algorithm  
which is to tally  im practical except in the sim plest applications. For completeness 
sake, some Maple procedures are presented below.
A b etter way to  in terpolate seems the following. One desires the set B '  to  be 
a block, such th a t it is easy to  in terpolate. Then, the original set B  will in general 
not be a block; bu t it can be found using the num erical power of Maple. Indeed; 
prescribe the values of the elem entary sym m etric functions. The the elem ents of 
B  are the roots of X n - a ^ X 71- 1+ a 2{ f t )Xn- ‘2+ ■ ■ ■+ {- l )n- 1a1{ft) + { - l ) n =  0 
for all the points ¡3 £ B  which can be recovered by well-known algorithm s 
( “in terp” in Maple.)
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Let us stress th a t, for a more-or-less practical im plem entation, it is advisible 
to  m ake the calculation of these (complex) roots a precom putation, the results 
of which are stored in an array BIGARRAY.m . One m ay do this up to  a certain 
dim ension n and up to  a degree d (the degree of the sym m etric function ƒ in any 
variab le). Consequently, an algorithm  like this will only be useful if one wishes 
to  calculate g for a massive am ount of sym m etric functions ƒ of restricted degree 
and num ber of variables. Also, the precision of the roots plays a role, restricting 
the size of the coefficients of the function ƒ.
Having found the roots (forming a set B  as above) one can, for given ƒ, 
com pute the values in these roots and th an  in terpolate g on B ' . In the appendix,
..., th is idea was tested on the set B '  =  {1, • • •, d + l} n for d and n as above. The 
results however, are disappointing (92 seconds CPU  tim e for ƒ =  *®+*2 + * 3 + * 4 ) 
to  be com pared w ith only one second for “weber” .)
Several refinements m ay be possible: a m odular approach wherein one performs 
an analogous algorithm  m odulo several prim es p  and then uses Chinese rem aindering 
to  find the actual polynom ial g ; or, taking for B'  the C artesian product of n 
sets {1 =  £°, £, <J2, • • •, £d} w ith £ a prim itive dth root of unity. Then, the 
in terpolation  on B '  can be done by F F T  techniques.
However, our com putational results indicate th a t a sequential approach will 
probably not be viable. A great advantage of in terpolation m ethods above the 
others is, th a t they can easily be parallelized. In this way, these algorithm s m ay 
be of some future use.
2 .4 .3  S oftw are.
################################################################################
# 1. “ PRIMITIVE" PROCEDURES USING LAGRANGE INTERPOLATION 
formdelta:=proc(X,getallenlijst)
# X is a variable, ‘‘getallenlijst" is a list without repetitions.
# formdelta constructs the list ‘‘delta" of Lagrange-interpolation terms
# the j-th of this is 1 if X is the j-th element of ‘‘getallenlijst"
# and 0 on each i-th element of ‘‘getallenlijst" with i unequal to j. 
local N,i,j,delta;
N :=nops(getallenlijst); delta:=list [1..N]; 
for j to N 
do delta[j] :=1; 
for i to N 
do if not (i=j)
then delta [j] : =expand (delta [j] * (X-getallenli jst [i] ) /








# 2# 1 = 1/2 x - 5/2 x + 3## 2# 2 = -x + 4 x - 3## 2# 3 = 1/2 x - 3/2 x + 1## ])## >
multidelta:=proc(pointlist)
# ‘‘pointlist" is a list of vectors (which in their turn
# are lists of, say, m components each).
# There will be constructed a list ‘‘delta" of Lagrange-interpolationpolynomials
# ‘‘delta" where the nu-th is 1 on the nu-th element of pointlist and 0 on
# the others. The variables in delta are x.l to x.m. local N,delta,nu,i,j,V,m,k;
N :=nops(pointlist);delta:=list [1..N];m:=nops(pointlist[1]); 
for j to m 
do V[j] :={} 
od;
for j to m 
do for nu to Ndo V[j]:=V[j] union {pointlist [nu] [j] } 
odod;V[j] : =convert (V[j] ,list) ; 
for nu to N do delta[nu] : = 1 ; 
for j to m
do for i to nops(V[j])
do if V [j] [i] =pointlist [nu] [j] 
then k [j] : =i 
f iod; delta [nu] : =expand (delta [nu] *formdelta(x. j , V [j] ) [k [j]] )
odod;
eval (delta) end:
# trace (multidelta) ;
# h:=mult idelta({[1,2,3] , [4,5,6] , [1,2 ,2] , [8 ,4,8] , [3 ,3 ,3] }) ;
# S :={ [1,2,3] , [4,5,6] , [1,2,2] , [8,4,8] , [3,3,3]};
# for i to 5# do for j to 5
# do print (‘ i= ‘ , i , ‘ j= ‘ , j , ‘h [i] [j-de punt] =
# ‘ , subs (xl=S [j] [1] , x2=S [j] [2] ,x3=S [j] [3] ,h[i]))
# od# od;
a:=proc(k,m) local h;
# a(k,m) is the k-th symm. function in m variables xi 




# input: list of vectors of length m; output: another list of vectors
# n l . all [a.1 (P),...,a.m(P)] with P from the pointlist and the a.i’s
# the elementary symmetric functions in x.l,...,x.m 
local i;
[seq(subs([seq(x.k=pointlist[i][k],k=l..nops(pointlist[1]))],




# P : = [[1,2,3],[3,4,5]] ;
# interptable(P) ;
syminterpol:=proc(f,pointlist)
# f is een symmetric function in m variables.
# input is further a pointlist of m-vectors.
# ‘‘syminterpol" constructs a new pointlist nwpl consisting of all [a.1 (P),...,a.m(P)]
# with P from the pointlist and the a.i’s the elementary symmetric functions
# in x.l,...,x.m. Further the f(P) are being computed. Finally, the
# f(P)’s are interpolated on nwpl which yields a function g with g(a.1,...,a.m)=f,










for i from 0 to 2 do for j from 0 to 2 
do for k from 0 to 2do PS[i+3*j+9*k+l]: = [2~i ,3“ j,4~k] 
ododod;
P S :=convert(PS,list); 
syminterpol(f,PS); 
######################################################################
# 2. ROOT INTERPOLATION IN THE GENERAL CASE, NOW USING “ INTERP"
# ON POINTS OF CART. PROD. [l..d+l]~n
# Construct a multidimensional table of dimension n where
# the (j1,j 2,...,jm)-th place (with each j i>0 and <= d+1)
# is filled with the list of roots of the polynomial having as its
# cofficinten (-1)~ (k-1)*jk , k=l..m. This is the praecomputatie.
## A nice feature is, that this procedure, in a sense, writes itself.
# This (well-known) trick is necessary to provide a multidimensional array
# of (a priori) undetermined dimension.
# A similar way, using,‘‘pseudo-local"
# variables, is on pg 85 ff of the Maple V programming guide [29].
# Remark: the procedure regards AA namely as a kind of global variable.
# see pg 83 ff Maple V programming guide [29]. 
rootlist:=proc(n,d)
# so: for symm. functions up to n variables of deg <= d in each variable 
local m,s,ss,sss,il,i,statem,hulpol,A A ;
Digits:=12;
for m to ndo s :=‘‘; for i to m
do s :=cat(s,‘for j .‘ , i , ‘ to ‘,d+l, ‘ do ‘) 
od;
il:=‘j.l‘;
for i from 2 to mdo il:=cat(il,‘,j .‘,i)
od;




for i to mdo sss:=cat(sss,‘od ‘) 





# We shall now assume that the praecomputation has been performed and that we,
# thus, possess a global array BIGLIST(0 . .k ,0. .k ,0..k)
# filled with root lists as described in the procedure ‘‘rootlist".
# Let there be given numbers m and d with:
# m <= n and: for all i <= m one has d < k. Let there furtehr be given a
# symmetric polynomial f in the variables xl,...,xm of deg d in each xi.
# The procedure below computes an array with the function values of
# f in the m roots that occur in BIGLIST[j1,...,jm]; this for all jl,...,jm
# with 1 <= ji <= d+1 (i=l,...,m).
flist:=proc(f) local m,s,ss,sss,il,ill,i,statem,hulpol,hf,xxx,fAR,d,n; 
m:=nops(indets(f)); d:=degree(f,xl);hf:=convert(f,string);
s :=‘‘; for i to m
do s :=cat(s,‘for j .‘ , i , ‘ to ‘,d+l, ‘ do ‘) 
od;
il:=‘j .1‘;for i from 2 to m 
do il:=cat(il,‘,j .‘,i) 
od;
xxx:=‘round(subs(‘;for i to m
do xxx:=cat(xxx,‘x .‘,i ,‘=BIGLIST[‘,il,‘ ‘,i ,‘],‘) 
od;xxx:=cat(xxx,hf,‘));‘);
ss:=cat(‘fAR[‘,il,‘]:=‘,xxx);
sss:=‘ ‘;for i to m





# The below procedure interpolates the values of f in the
# rootlist fAR. The result is the polynomial g(yl,...,ym)
# that expresses f in the elementary symmetric functions.
# n is the dimension of the big rootlist-array. 
interpsfst:=proc(f)
local mm,m,i,il ,s,ss,sss,xxx,statem,pi,t;global Loud,Lnew,d; 
mm:=nops(indets(f));d:=degree(f,xl);flist(f);Loud:=fAR;
for m from mm-1 by -1 to 1 
do s :=‘‘; for i to m
do s :=cat(s,‘for j .‘ , i , ‘ to ‘,d+l, ‘ do ‘) 
od;
il:=‘j .1‘;for i from 2 to m 
do il:=cat(il,‘,j .‘,i) 
od;
pl:=‘l ‘;for i from 2 to d+1





for i from 2 to d+1do xxx:=cat(xxx,‘,Loud[‘,il,‘ ‘,i ,‘ ‘) 
od;
sss:=‘ ‘;for i to m 
do sss:=cat(sss,‘od ‘) 
od;sss:=cat(sss, ‘ ; ‘) ;







# 4 is the max nr of variables, 2 de max deg 
save(AA,BIGLIST.m);
# (take care!: this should be done first; it is essential since






# on WN4: (old proc) rootlist(6,8): save(AA,BIGLIST.m); 
################################################################################
# 2-APPENDIX: ROOT INTERPOLATION ON POINTS OF CART. PROD. [l..d+l]~n# WRITTEN IN THE FORM OF A PROCEDURE:
fastsfst:=proc(f) local rootlist, flist,interpsfst,BIGLIST,Loud,Lnew,AA; 
read(BIGLIST.m): BIGLIST:=":# We shall now assume that the praecomputation has been performed and that we,
# thus, possess a global array BIGLIST(0..k,0..k,0..k)
# filled with root lists as described in the procedure ‘‘rootlist".
# Let there be given numbers m and d with:
# m <= n and: for all i <= m one has d < k. Let there further be given a
# symmetric polynomial f in the variables xl,...,xm of deg d in each xi.
# The procedure below computes an array with the function values of
# f in the m roots that occur in BIGLIST[j1,...,jm]; this for all jl,...,jm
# with 1 <= ji <= d+1 (i=l,...,m).
flist:=proc(f) local m,s,ss,sss,il,ill,i,statem,hulpol,hf,xxx,d,n;
m:=nops(indets(f)); d:=degree(f,xl);hf:=convert(f,string); n:=nops (BIGLIST);
s :=‘‘; for i to m
do s :=cat(s,‘for j .‘ , i , ‘ to ‘,d+l, ‘ do ‘) 
od;
il:=‘j .1‘;for i from 2 to m 
do il:=cat(il,‘,j .‘,i) 
od;
xxx:=‘round(subs(‘;for i to m
do xxx:=cat(xxx,‘x .‘,i ,‘=BIGLIST[‘,il,‘][‘,i ,‘],‘) 
od;xxx:=cat(xxx,hf,‘));‘);
ss:=cat(‘fAR[‘,il,‘]:=‘,xxx);
sss:=‘ ‘;for i to m








# The below procedure interpolates the values of f in the
# rootlist fAR. The result is the polynomial g(yl,...,ym)
# that expresses f in the elementary symmetric functions.
# n is the dimension of the big rootlist-array. 
interpsfst:=proc(f)
local mm,m,i,il,s,ss,sss,xxx,statem,pi,t,d;global Loud,Lnew; 
mm:=nops(indets(f));d:=degree(f,xl);Loud:=fAR;
for m from mm-1 by -1 to 1 
do s :=‘‘; for i to m
do s :=cat(s,‘for j .‘ , i , ‘ to ‘,d+l, ‘ do ‘) 
od;
il:=‘j .1‘;for i from 2 to m 
do il:=cat(il,‘,j .‘,i) 
od;
pl:=‘l ‘;for i from 2 to d+1




for i from 2 to d+1do xxx:=cat(xxx,‘,Loud[‘,il,‘ ‘,i ,‘] ‘) 
od;
sss:=‘ ‘;for i to m 
do sss:=cat(sss,‘od ‘) 
od;sss:=cat(sss, ‘ ; ‘) ;







# fastsfst(xl~2+x2~2+x3~2+x4~2-3*(xl+x2+x3+x4)* (xl+x2+x3+x4)); 
################################################################################
# 3. THE FFT AND ITS INVERSE
# Root interpolation on the points [l..d+l]~n (see below) turns out to be
# very slow. We try to acellerate this by interpolation
# on [1 ,ksi ,ksi~2 , . . ,ksi~d] ~n with ksi a primitive d+l-th
# root of unity. It is possible to gain a log factor using the
# FFT. The Maple version of the FFT works exclusively
# with floats; therefore first we write our own version of the
# (recursive) FFT and its inverse. The iterative version
# may be faster (depending on the Maple compiler)
# but takes more programming; we postpone this.
# ROOT INTERPOLATION IN GENERAL CASE; on roots of unity
# ROUNDING THE COEFFICIENTS OF A POLYNOMIAL OR A LIST OF POLYNOMIALS
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# In the auxiliary procedure below Lf is either a polynomial or a list
# of polynomials. Multiple variables and/or complex coefficients are
# allowed. The coefficients of (the elements of) Lf are rounded off towards# the nearest integer. The output is a polynomial if Lf
# was, and a list otherwise.
allround:=proc(Lf) local rf,hf,L ,i,hLf,bo,j ;
b o :=type(Lf,polynom); if bo then hLf:=[Lf] else hLf:=Lf fi;
for i to nops(hLf)
do h f :=[evalc(Re(expand(hLf[i]))),evalc(Im(expand(hLf[i])))]; 
for j in [1,2] 
do rf:=0;
while not(hf[j]=0) 
do if nops (indets (hf [j] )) >0
then L :=grobner[leadmon](hf[j],convert(indets(hf[j]),list)) 
else L : = [hf [j] , 1] 
f i ;
hf [j] :=hf [j]-L[l]*L[2] ; rf : =rf+round(L[l] ) *L [2] 
od;hf[j]:=rf
od;
hLf [i] :=hf [1]+I*hf [2] 






# BUILDING A LARGE ROOT LIST# Call roottable(mmax,imax).
# For d=2~i-l, l<=i<=imax and 1<= m <= mmax consider all index sets
# [j.1,...,j.m] of length m with 0<=j.k<=d for all k .
## For die indexset compute the list L of the m zeroes of the
# poluynomial (-1)~m*ksi~jm +(-1)~(m-1)*ksi~(j .(m-1))*X
# +. . . - (-X) ~ (m-1) *ksi~ (j . 1) +(-X)~m.
# Here, ksid is a prim, d-th root of 1
# i.e: ksi~j.i is the i-de elementary symm. function in the roots.
# L is stored in a table BIGTABLE at the location [j.1,...,j.m,d]
# This is the praecomputatie.
## A nice feature is, that in a sense this procedure writes itself.
# (this is necessary to provide a multidimensional array
# of (a priori) unknown dimension; a known trick.
# A similar method, using ‘‘pseudo-local"
# variables, can be found on pp 85 ff of the Maple programmers guide [29].
# Remark: the procedure sees AA namely as a kind of global variable.
# see pg 83 ff Maple programming guide [29].
roottable:=proc(mmax,imax)
# i.e: for symm. functions up to mmax variables of degree <= 2~imax-l
# in each variablelocal d,m,s,ss,sss,il,i,k,statem,hulpol,AA,ksi;global W W ;
Digits:=12;
for i from 1 to imaxdo d:=2“i-1;WW:=evaln(WW);
for k from 0 to d do WW[k]:=evalf(cos(2*Pi*k/(d+1))+I*sin(2*Pi*k/(d+1))) od;
for m to mmax do s : = ‘ ‘ ;
for k to mdo s :=cat(s,‘for j .‘,k , ‘ from 0 to ‘,d,‘ do ‘) 
od;
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for k from 2 to m do il:=cat(il,‘,j .‘,k) 
od; il:=cat(il,‘ ‘,d);




for k to mdo sss:=cat(sss,‘od ‘) 
od; sss:=cat(sss,‘;‘);







# 4 is the max nr of variables, 2~2-l=3 the max degree.
# save(AA,BIGTABLE .m);
#read(BIGTABLE.m): BIGTABLE :=AA:
# VALUES OF THE SYHH. FUNCTION f ON (RELEVANT PART OF) THE ROOT LIST# We now assume having made a precomputation, providing us with a global
# array BIGTABLE filled with root lists as described in the procedure ‘‘rootlist".
## Let there be given the symm. function f in m variables of deg. d with:
# m <= mmax and d+1 <= dmax.
# Increase d until d+1 is a power of 2; suppose this has been done.
# Compute the value of f in the list of zeroes in
# BIGTABLE[j.1,...,j.m,-l,d]; this for all j.k’s with 0<=j.k<=d.
# This function value is stored in the table fAR[j.1,...,j.m].
# It is the value of g in yl=ksid~j1,...,ym=ksid~jm, ksid een
# prim, d-th root of 1.
flist:=proc(f) local m,H,s ,ss,sss,il,ill,i,statem,hulpol,hf,xxx,n,d;global fAR;
Digits:=12;fAR:=evaln(fAR);
m:=nops(indets(f)); h f :=convert(f,string);
d:=2~floor(log[2](degree(f,xl) + 1.001))-l;if not (d = degree(f,xl)) 
then d := 2*d+l fi;
s :=‘‘; for i to m
do s :=cat(s,‘for j .‘,i , ‘ from 0 to ‘,d,‘ do ‘) 
od;
il:=‘j .1‘;for i from 2 to m 
do il:=cat(il,‘,j .‘,i) 
od;
xxx:=‘subs(‘;for i to m
do xxx:=cat(xxx,‘x.‘,i ,‘=BIGTABLE [‘,il,‘ ‘,d,‘][‘,i,‘] ,‘) 
od;xxx:=cat(xxx,hf,‘);‘);
ss:=cat(‘fAR[‘,il,‘]:=‘,xxx);
sss:=‘ ‘;for i to m






# THE FAST FOURIER TRANSFORM AND ITS INVERSE.# The following procedure snelft is an implementation of the FFT.
# Let there be given a list a=[aO,al,...] of Maple objects (floats, polynomials,...).
# If necessary, a will be padded with zeoroes first to a list [aO,...,aD] with D+l
# a power of 2. The output of snelft always has length D+l.
## snelft(a,‘fft‘) computes [F(ksi~0),F(ksi~1),...,F(ksi~D)]
# where F(X)=aO+al*X+...+aD*X~D with ksi a primitive D+l-th root of 1.
# (N.b. aO is L [1] , if L = the list [aO,...,aD]!!!)
## snelft(b,‘inv‘) computes [aO,...,aD] where, for all i,
# F (ksi~ i)=bi, again with F(X) equal to aO+al*X+...+aD*X~D.
# Like a, b will first be padded with zeroes to [bO,...,bD].
## Later on we shall use ‘‘snelft" instead of the standard Maple procedure ‘‘interp" 
snelft:=proc(a,s) local f,f1 ,f2 ,f3,i;global fff;
# ‘‘global fff" is important, since fff will not be passed otherwise
# within her own recursion!!!Digits:=15;
# n.b. this is valid only locally inside snelft; it is not necessary
# to set it back to 10fff := proc(a,s) local D,Dhalf, i, W, ah, A, B, C,L,b, c; 
for i from 0 to nops(a)-l do ah[i] :=a[i+l] od;
D := 2~floor(log[2](nops(a) + ,001))-1; 
if not (D=nops(a)-1) then D:= 2*D+1 fi;
if D = 0 then RETURN([[ah[0]],1]) else Dhalf := -l+(D+l)/2 fi; 
for i from nops(a) to D+l do ah[i]:=0 od;
W[0] := 1;
if s=‘fft‘ then W[l] := cos(2*Pi/(D+l)) + I*sin(2*Pi/(D+l)) 
else W[l] := cos(2*Pi/(D+l)) - I*sin(2*Pi/(D+l)) fi; 
for i to D do W[i] := evalf (W [1] ~ i) od;
b := [] ; for i from 0 by 2 to D-l do b := [op(b), ah[i]] od; 
c := [] ; for i by 2 to D do c := [op(c), ah[i]] od;
B := fff (b,s) [1] ;
C := fff (c,s) [1] ;
for i from 0 to Dhalf doA[ i ] := evalf (expand(B [i+1] + W[i] *C[i+1] )) ;
A[i+Dhalf+1] := evalf (expand(B [i+1] - W [i] *C [i+1] ))
od;




if s=‘fft ‘ then RETURN(f1) else RETURN([seq(f1 [i]/f2,i=l..nops(f1))]) fi 
end:
# INTERPOLATION TO A POLYNOMIAL WITH THE FFT
# Small change in snelft: interpolates only and yields a polynomial in
# a given variable X. 
snelftpol:=proc(a,X) local h,i,L;
L:=snelft(a,‘inv‘); h:=0; for i to nops(L) do 
h: =h+L [i] *evaln(X) ~ (i-1) od;
hend:
# The procedure ipsf below interpolates the values of f(xl,...,xm) in the
# rootlist (table) fAR. The result is the polynomial g(yl,...,ym)
# that expresses f in the elementary symmetric functions.
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ipsf:=proc(f)




D :=2~floor(log[2](degree(f,xl) + 1.001))-1; 
if not (D = degree(f ,xl)) then D := 2*D+1 fi;
for mloc from m-1 by -1 to 1 
do s : = ‘ ‘ ; for i to mloc
do s : =cat(s,‘for j .‘ , i , ‘ from 0 to ‘,D,‘ do ‘) 
od;
il:=‘j .1‘;for i from 2 to mloc
do il:=cat(il, ‘,j .‘,i)
od;
# pl:=‘0 ‘;for i from 1 to D





for i from 1 to Ddo xxx:=cat(xxx,‘,Loud[‘,il, ‘ ‘ , i , ‘ ‘) 
od;
sss:=‘ ‘;for i to mloc 
do sss:=cat(sss,‘od ‘) 
od;sss:=cat(sss, ‘ ; ‘) ;




















3 The bases o f the sym m etric functions.
3.1 In tr o d u ct io n .
The notations are those of M acDonald [25] bu t in linear text.
The space of sym m etric functions in x .l,...,x .n  possesses various bases. We 
have w ritten  a Maple package to  find the representations of sym m etric functions 
w ith respect to  this bases, and to  transform  these into each other.
There is some overlap between this set and the Maple standard  library 
package SF.
A sym m etric function f  m ay be w ritten  in the following different forms:
0 . x-form: f  as a polynom ial f(x .l,...,x .n ).
1. e-form: f  as a polynom ial g (e .l,...,e .n ) where e.r is the r-th  elem entary 
sym m etric function (e.r = £x .il*x .i2* ...*x .ir; the sum  taken over all unordered 
r-tuples (sets) il , . . . ,ir  from  l,2 ,...,n . Let us also define e .0 = l and e.k=0 for k ¿ 
n.
2 . f-form: f  w ritten  as a linear com bination of the “forgotten” sym m etric 
functions f.lam bda; zie [25], p. 15. These are obtained via a canonical involution 
“om ega” (also im plem ented).
3. h-form: f  w ritten  as a polynom ial in the functions h .r where h .r= E m .lam bda; 
the sum  taken over all m ultisets lam bda =  (lam bda. 1,...,lam bda.k) th a t satisfy 
|lam bda |= lam bda .l+ ...- |-lam bda.k  =  r.
4. m-form: f  w ritten  as a linear com bination of the partition  functions of the 
vorm  m .lam b d a= £ x .llam b d a .l* x .2 * lam b d a .2 * ...* x .k lam b d a .k ; the sum  taken 
over all com binatorially different perm utations of the m ultiset ( “p a rtitio n ” , 
“list” ) lam b d a=  (lam bda. 1,...,lam bda.k ).
5. p-form: f  w ritten  as a polynom ial in the power functions (Newton polynomials) 
p .r= S x .i"r. This goes not uniquely if n = l :  e.g, x .l~5=p.l~5=p.5 . However, in 
the overlying ring of power series uniqueness does hold. ([25] p. 16, 2.12)
6. s-form: f  w ritten  as a linear com bination of the functions s.lam bda.
These are defined as follows ([25], pp. 23 ff): consider a m onom ial m u .a lpha=  
x .l"alpha.l* ...*x .n"alpha.n . Form  a .a lp h a = £  sgn(w)*w(m u) where w runs through 
all perm utations in S.n and w acts on m u werkt by index perm uta tion  of the 
exponents.
W .l.o.g. one m ay assume th a t the a lpha .i’s differ, lest the result be 0. Let 
them  be in descending order. Let delta  be the partition  (n -l,n -2 ,...,l,0 ) and write 
a lp h a=  (alpha. 1 ,...,alpha.n) = lam b d a+ d e lta  (componentwise). It can easily be 
shown th a t m u .a lpha /m u .de lta  is a sym m etric function s.lam bda.
f  can then be w ritten  as a linear com bination of all s .lam bda’s having lam b d a’s 
of j=  n parts.
Thus we have im plem ented:
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LIST OF GENERATORS:
e f h m p s x
Forms: e(r,n); f(lambda,n); h(r,n); m(lambda,n); p(r,n); s(lambda,n).
3.2 M a p le  p ro ced u res  c o n n e c te d  w ith  gen era tors .
# e(r,n) is the r-th elementary symmetric function in n variables, 
e :=proc(r,n);
if r=0 then RETURN(1) fi; if (r>n) or (r<0) then RETURN(0) fi;
expand(e(r-1,n-l)*x.n+e(r,n-l))
end:
# elab(lambda,n) is the product of the e.lambda.i with the lambda.i from
# the partition lambda. A call is made to the procedure e.
elab:=(lambda,n)->expand(product(’e(lambda[i],n)’,’i ’=1..nops(lambda))): 
###############################################################################
# The ‘‘forgotten" symmetric functions f
# A call is made to the procedure omega, 
f:=(lambda,n)->omega(m(lambda,n),n): 
###############################################################################
# h.r is the r-th complete symmetric function. It is the sum of all
# m.lambda’s of degree r. One has h(0,n)=l if n >= 0.
# Remark: this can also be done usingof the recursion (2.6’) of Macdonald,
# p.14. However, then one must apply the symmetric function theorem
# first, and the question remains whether this is as efficient.
# This procedure calls the procedure m. 
h:=proc(r,n);
if r<0 then RETURN(O) f i ; combinat [partition] (r) ;
expand(sum(’m("[i],n)’,’i ’=1..nops(")))
end:
# h.lambda is the product of the h.lambda.i’s with the lambda.i from lambda.
# This procedure calls the procedure h.
hlab:=(lambda,n)-> expand(product(’h(lambda[i],n)’,’i ’=1..nops(lambda))): 
###############################################################################
# The involutie ‘‘omega". This acts by applying the symmetric
# function theorem first and next substitution of h.r for ‘‘e.r".# ‘‘omega" calls the procedures h en xTOe.
omega:= (f,n)->expand(subs(seq(e.i=h(i,n),i=l..n),xT0e(f,n))): 
###############################################################################
# m(lambda,n) computes for a partition
# lambda=[lambda.1,...,lambda.r] of positive
# integers the associated complete symmetric function. The
# procedure also works well if the lambda.i’s are unordered (in [25] they
# are non-increasing). E.g, m ( [1,2 ,2,3] ,5); yields
# 3 2 2 3 2 2# xl x2 x4 x3 + xl x2 x4 x5 + ...(+ many more terms) 
m:=proc(lambda,n);
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if nops(lambda)>n then RETURN(O) fi;
combinat[permute]([op(lambda),seq(0,i=nops(lambda)+1..n)]); 
sum( ’product (’ (x. i) ~ " [j] [i] ’ , ’ i ’ = 1. .n) ’ , ’ j ’=1. .nops (")) 
end:
# m is twice as fast as the following, old m2:
# m2:= proc(lambda,n) local explist,aantalexp, r,varlist,hulp;
# if lambda=[] then RETURN(l) fi; r:= nops (lambda) ; if n<r then RETURN(O)
# fi;
# with(combinat): explist := permute(lambda); varlist := choose(n,r);
# sum( ’ sum( ’product (’cat (‘x ‘ , varlist [k] [j] ) “explist [i] [j] ’ , ’ j ’ = 1. . r) ’ ,
# ’i ’=1..nops(explist)) ’,’k ’=1..nops(varlist))
# end:
###############################################################################
# p.r is the r-th powersum (Newton polynomial). For n>=0 p.0=n. 
p:=(r,n) ->sum(’x.i~r’,’i ’=1..n):
# plab is the product of the p.lambda.i with the lambda.i from the partition
# lambda. The lambda.i’s have to be >=1.plab:=(lambda,n)->expand(product(’p(lambda[i],n)’,’i ’=1..nops(lambda))): 
###############################################################################
# Computes the s-function of the list lambda, for n variables.
# lambda must be in standard descending order. Slow.
# calls the procedure ‘‘h". 
s :=proc(lambda,n) local i;





# computes the antisymmetric function a.(lambda+delta) cf. pg 23/4
# MacDonald, lambda is a (non-increasing) partition of lengte <=n. 
alpd:=proc(lambda,n) local i;
[seq(n-i+lambda[i],i=l..nops(lambda)),seq(n-i,i=nops(lambda)+1..n)];
expand(linalg[det](array(1..n,1..n,[seq([seq((x. i) ~" [j],j=l..n)], i=l..n)])))
end:
3 .3  C on vers ion  p roced u res .
In order to  rewrite a sym m etric function f(x .l,...,x .n ) from  the x-vorm  (0.) to 
the various bases it somehow seems necessary to  apply the sym m etric function 
theorem  in one form  or another. This is the hard, tim e consum ing work.
Next, whenever f  is given w .r.t. one of the above bases, transform ations to 
another basis usually takes less tim e, since there are only simple substitu tions 
involved. Transform ations between bases (1.) - (6.) m ay be represented as a 
directed graph w ith vertices the five representations and as directed edges the 
transfo rm ations.
Hence one m ay strive to  im plem ent ju s t as m any (cheap) edges, th a t in the 
resulting subgraph all vertices are connected between them .
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Below are listed the com m ents belonging to  the conversion procedures. The 
code itself can be found in the appropriate section of the appendix.
Im plem ented were the transform ations between the representations in term s of
the various bases, and also from  the x-form to the e-form. The procedures have
the form  s i g m a \ T O s i g m a 2 and are given in pairs <  s i g m a i T O s i g m a 2 , s i gm a 2 T O s i g m a \  >
in a n a tu ra l lexicographically induced ordering.
M any of these have been im plem ented, as said above, by linking other 
transform ation  procedures. Some others are ra ther unconventional (e.g., the 
procedure “m T O p” th a t is based upon the “Decom position Lem m a” of [20]) - 
bu t let us refer to  the com m ents above the procedures.
Rem ark: xTOe uses W eber’s m ethod; an alternative is given as xTOec =  
the “classic” m ethod.
CONVERSION PROCEDURES.
LIST OF GENERATORS:
e f h m P s x
TABLE OF CONVERSION PROCEDURES:
e f h m P s x
e # eTOf eTOh eTOm eTOp eTOs eTOx
f f TOe # f TOh f TOm f TOp f TOs f TOx
h hTOe hTOf # hTOm hTOp hTOs hTOx
m mTOe mTOf mTOh # mTOp mTOs mTOx
P pTOe pTOf pTOh pTOm # pTOs pTOx
s sTOe sTOf sTOh sTOm sTOp # sTOx
X xTOe xTOf xTOh xTOm xTOp xTOs #
3 .3 .1  M a p le  p ro ced u res  c o n n e c te d  w ith  co n v ersio n s.
# Converts general symmetric function f from e-form to f-form.
# Calls the procedures eTOx and xTOf. 
eTOf:=(f,n)->xT0f(eTOx(f,n),n):
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# Converts general symmetric function f from f-form to e-form.
# Calls the procedures fTOx and xTOe 
fTOe:=(f,n)->xT0e(fTOx(f,n),n): 
#########################################################################
# Converts general symmetric function f from e-form to h-form.
# this cf Macdonald [25], pg 14. 
eTOh:= (f,n)->
expand(subs(seq( e .(n-j+l)=(-1)~(n-j)*( h.(n-j+l)+ 
sum(’(-1)~i*e.i*h.(n-j+l-i)’,’i ’=l..n-j) ) ,j=l..n),f)):
# Converts general symmetric function f from h-form to e-form.
# this cf Macdonald [25], pg 14.
hTOe:=(f,n)->expand(subs(seq( h.(n-j+l)=(-l)“ (n-j)*( e.(n-j+l)+ 
sum(’(-1)~i*h.i*e.(n-j+l-i)’,’i ’=l..n-j) ) ,j=l..n),f)): 
#########################################################################
# Converts general symmetric function f from e-form to m-form.
# This procedure calls the procedures eTOx and xTOm 
eTOm:= (f,n)->xT0m(eT0x(f,n),n):
# Converts general symmetric function f from m-form to e-form.
# This procedure calls the procedures mTOx and xTOe. 
mTOe:=(f,n)->xT0e(mTOx(f,n),n): 
#########################################################################
# Converts general symmetric function f from e-form om to p-form. (over Q).
# CAVEAT. eTOp sometimes gives possibly unexpected results! All is correct, but
# the result of, e.g. eTOp(pTOe(p6,5),5) is not p 6 ,
# but another p-expression equal to it. Reason: there are
# relations betwixt the p.i’s in finite dimension; one finds
# only an expression in p.i’s with i <= n. The above computation
# does yield p6 op if one takes not 5, but 6 variables
# (so n=6).
eTOp:=proc(f,n);
array(1..n,[pi,seq((-p.i*(-l)~ i-sum(’p .j*e.(i-j)*(-l)“j ’,’j ’ = 1..i—1))/i ,i=2..n) ] );
expand(subs(seq(e.(n-i)="[n-i],i=0..n-1),f))
end:
# Converts general symmetric function f from p-form to e-form. 
pTOe:=proc(f,n) local p,i,k,hf,L;
if nops(indets(f))=0 then RETURN(f) fi;
k :=sort(map((L->parse(substring(L,2..-1))),convert(indets(f), list)))[-1];hf:=f;
L :=[el,seq(-sum(’e .j*p.(i-j)*(-l)~j’,’j ’=l..(i-1))-i*e.i*(-l)~i,i=2..n), 
seq(-sum(’e .j*p.(i-j)*(-l)~j’,’j ’=1..n),i=n+l..k)];
# expand(subs(seq(p.(k-i)=L[k-i],i=0..k-1),f)) sometimes gives memory problems! so: 
for i from 0 to k-1 do hf : =expand(subs (p. (k-i) =L [k-i] ,hf)) od
end:
# Converts p.k, with k > n, to p.j’s with j < n. In fact this yields the
# relations between the p.i’s occurring in the case of finitely many variables.
# Integrated and shortened form of pTOp:=(k,n)->eT0p(pT0e(p.k,n),n): 
ponlyTOp:=proc(k,n) local p,i,hf,L;
hf:=p.k; if k<=n then RETURN(hf) fi;
L :=[seq(-sum(’ e . j*p.(i-j)*(-1)~ j ’,’j ’=1..n),i=n+l..k)];
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for i from k by -1 to n+1 do h f :=expand(subs(p.i=L[i-n],hf)) od; 
[pl,seq((-p.i*(-l)‘i-sum(’p.j*e.(i-j)*(-1)‘j ’,’j ’=1..i-1))/i,i=2..n)]; 
expand(subs(seq(e.(n-i)="[n-i],i=0..n-1),hf)) 
end:
# Converts f, given in p-form, to p-vorm with all p.j’s of index j < n.
# Integrated and shortened form of pTOp:=(k,n)->eT0p(pT0e(p.k,n),n): 
pTOp:=proc(f,n) local p,k,i,hf,L; if nops(indets(f))=0 then RETURN(f) fi; 
k :=sort(map((L->parse(substring(L,2..-1))),convert(indets(f),list))) [-1]; 
h f := f ; if k<=n then RETURN(hf) fi;
L :=[seq(-sum(’e.j*p.(i-j)*(-l)~ j ’,’j ’=1..n),i=n+l..k)];




# Yields the explicit relation over the integers between
# p.k and the p.j’s with j <= n. The relation is non-trivial if k> n.
# The result is of type equation. Call this E; the l.h.s. then
# can be found as op(l,E) and the r.h.s. asop(2,E).
prel:=proc(k,n) local f ,g,c ;f :=pT0p(p.k,n);c :=icontent(f);f:=f/c; 




# Converts general symmetric function f from e-form to s-form.
# Calls the procedures eTOx and xTOs. 
eTOs:=(f,n)->xTOs(eTOx(f,n),n):
# Converts general symmetric function f from s-form to e-form.
# Calls the procedures xTOe and sTOx. 
sTOe:=(f,n)->xT0e(sTOx(f,n),n): 
#########################################################################
# Converts general symmetric function f from e-form to x-form.
# this procedure calls the procedure e.
eT0x:= (f,n)->expand(subs(seq(e.r = e(r,n),r=l..n),f)):
# Converts symmetric function, given in x-vorm, to e-polynomial
# cf. Weber’s method. Often faster than the
# classic method ‘‘xTOec" (see elsewhere). Hay be called
# as xT0e(f,n) (by Maple convention). 
xTOe := proc(f) local X,n,dgr,gamma;
n:=nops(indets(f)); if n < 2 then RETURN(expand(subs(x.1 = e.l,f))) fi; 
dgr := degree(f ,x.n);
gamma:=subs(seq(z.j = e .j ,j=l..n-1),eval(subs(seq(e.j = (-X)~j+ 
sum(’z .k*(-X)~(j-k)’,’k ’=1..j), j=l..n-l), eval(array(0..dgr,
[seq(xT0e(coeff(f, x.n,i)), i=0..dgr)])))));
expand(rem(collect(sum(’gamma[i]*X~ i ’,’i ’=0..dgr),X),X~n+
sum(’(-1)~(n-i)*e.(n-i)*X~i’,’i ’=0..n-1),X))
end:
# Converts symmetric function, given in x-form, to e-polynomial
# by the classic method (cf vd. Waerden [36]).
# This procedure calls the procedure e. 
xTOec := proc(f)
local xlist,i ,n,floc,T,cf,L,LL,trekaf,trekafsymb,A ;
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A:=‘A ‘;floc := expand(f) ;n:=nops(indets(floc)); 
if n=0 then RETURN(floe) fi; 
xlist := [A];




T := sort(T/cf,xlist,plex); 
if nops(indets(T)) = 1 then L := [T,0] 
else L := [op(convert(T,list)),0] 
f i;
LL := [];
for i to nops(L)-l do
LL := [op(LL),ldegree(L[i])-ldegree(L[i+1])]
od;
trekaf := cf; 
trekafsymb := cf; 
for i to nops(LL) do







# Converts general symmetric function f from f-form to h-form.
# Calls the procedures fTOx and xTOh 
f TOh: = (f ,n) ->xT0h(f TOx (f ,n) ,n) :
# Converts general symmetric function f from h-form to f-form.
# Calls the procedures hTOx and xTOf 
hTOf:=(f,n)->xT0f(hT0x(f,n),n): 
#########################################################################
# Converts general symmetric function f from f-form to p-form.
# Calls the procedures fTOx and xTOp 
fTOp:=(f,n)->xT0p(fTOx(f,n),n):
# Converts general symmetric function f from p-form to f-form.
# Calls the procedures pTOx and xTOf 
pTOf : = (f ,n) ->xT0f (pT0x(f ,n) ,n) : 
#########################################################################
# Converts general symmetric function f from f-form to m-form.
# Calls the procedures fTOx and xTOm 
f TOm: = (f ,n)->xT0m(f TOx (f ,n) ,n) :
# Converts general symmetric function f from m-form to f-form.
# Calls the procedures mTOx and xTOf 
mTOf:=(f,n)->xT0f(mTOx(f,n),n): 
#########################################################################
# Converts general symmetric function f from f-form to s-form.
# Calls the procedures fTOx and xTOs 
fTOs:=(f,n)->xT0s(fTOx(f,n),n):
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# Converts general symmetric function f from s-form to f-form.
# Calls the procedures sTOx and xTOs 
sTOf:=(f,n)->xTOs(sTOx(f,n),n): 
#########################################################################
# Converts general symmetric function f from f-form to x-form.
# Typical input: 3*‘f[l, 2, 3]‘ + 7*‘f[l, 1, 2]‘ or output of xTOf.
fTOx:=(f,n)->omega(mTOx(subs(seq(v=cat(‘m ‘,substring(v,2..length(v))), 
v=indets(f)),f),n),n):
# Converts general symmetric function f from x-form to f-form.
# (i.e. expressed in the ‘‘forgotten" symmetric functions f.lambda.
# Slow. Typical output: 3 f[l, 2, 3] + 7  f[l, 1, 2] where
# the f[...] are names (i.e. represent variables).






# Converts general symmetric function f from h-form to m-form.
# this procedure calls the procedures hTOx and xTOm. 
hTOm:=(f,n)->xT0m(hTOx(f,n ) ,n ) :
# Converts general symmetric function f from m-form to h-form.
# this procedure calls the procedures mTOx and xTOh. 
mTOh:=(f,n)->xT0h(mTOx(f,n ) ,n ) : 
#########################################################################
# Converts general symmetric function f from h-form to p-form cf. pg. 16 Macdonald: 
hTOp:=(f,n)->expand(subs(seq( h.(n-i+l)=( p .(n-i+1)+sum(’h.i*p.(n-i+l-i)’,
’i ’=1..n-j) )/(n-j+1),j=l..n),f)):
# Converts general symmetric function f from p-form to h-form cf. pg. 16 Macdonald: 
pTOh:= (f,n)->expand(subs(seq( p .(n-j+l)=(n-j+1)*h.(n-j+1)-sum(’p .i*h.(n-j+l-i)’,
’i ’=1..n-j) ,j=l..n),f)): 
#########################################################################
# Converts general symmetric function f from h-form to s-form.
# Calls the procedures hTOx and xTOs. 
hTOs:=(f,n)->xTOs(hTOx(f,n),n):
# Converts general symmetric function f from s-form to h-form.
# Calls the procedures xTOh and sTOx. 
sTOh:= (f,n)->xT0h(sT0x(f,n),n): 
#########################################################################
# Converts general symmetric function f from h-form to x-form.
# this procedure calls the procedures pTOx and hTOp. 
hTOx:=(f,n)->pT0x(hTOp(f,n ) ,n ) :
# Converts general symmetric function f from x-form to h-form.




# Converts general symmetric function f from m-form to p-form. The presence
# of ‘‘n" is not necessary but allowed, in
# Maple. Faster than the obvious mTOp:=(f,n)->xT0p(mTOx(f,n),n):
# It is based upon the the ‘‘m-decomposition-lemma" from the theory of Hammond
# operators. As with eTOm, p.i’s with i>n
# can occur. In order to exclusively get p.i’s with i < = n one should apply
# pT0p(",n) on the result.
# Warning! this is necessary for pTOh to function correctly!
# (otherwise, e.g.: 7 m[2, 1, 1] + 3 m[3, 2, 1]
# > mTOp("/„,4);
# 2  2# 7/2 p2 pi - 7 p3 pi + 7 p4 - 7/2 p2 + 3 p3 pi p2 - 3 pi p5
# 2
# - 3 p4 p2 + 6 p6 - 3 p3
## > pT0h("/„,4);
# 3 2 2 4 2 2# -39 h3 hi - 75 hi h2 + 51 hi h2 - 27 h3 - 28 h2 + 6  p6 
# 2  2 4# + 70 hi h2 - 3 hi p5 + 12 hi h4 - 24 h4 h2 - 21 hi
#
# + 28 h4 + 96 hi h3 h2 + 12 h2 - 9 hi - 49 hi h3#
mTOp:=proc(f) local i,c,V,hulpf,huidigevar,LUa,hulp,a,L,mL,t ,Lta,mLta; 
c :=L->combinat[numbperm](L)/nops(L)!;V:=indets(f); hulpf:= f ; 
while not (V=-Q)
do huidigevar:=V[l]; V:=V minus {huidigevar};
LUa:=parse(substring(huidigevar,2..length(huidigevar))); 
if nops(LUa)=l then hulp:=cat(‘p ‘,LUa[l]) else 
a:=LUa[-l];L:=subsop(-l=NULL,LUa); 
mL:=cat(‘m ‘,convert(L,string));V:=V union {mL}; 
hulp:= mL*p.a/c(L); for t to nops(L) 
do Lta:=subsop(t=L[t]+a,L);mLta:=cat(‘m ‘,convert([seq(sort(Lta)[ 
nops(Lta)-i+1],i=l..nops(Lta))],string));
V:=V union {mLta};hulp:=hulp-mLta/c(Lta) 
od; hulp:=hulp*c(LUa); 




# Converts general symmetric function f from p-form to m-form.
# This procedure calls the procedures pTOx and xTOm. 
pTOm: = (f ,n)->xT0m(pT0x (f ,n) ,n) : 
#########################################################################
# Converts general symmetric function f from m-form to s-form.
# Calls the procedures mTOx and xTOs. 
mTOs:=(f,n)->xT0s(mTOx(f,n),n):
# Converts general symmetric function f from s-form to m-form.
# Calls the procedures xTOm and sTOx. 
sTOm:= (f,n)->xT0m(sT0x(f,n),n): 
#########################################################################
# Converts general symmetric function f from m-form to x-form.




# Converts general symmetric function f from x-form to m-form.
# Slow. Typical output: 3 m[l, 2, 3] + 7 m[l, 1, 2] where
# the m[...] are names (i.e. representing variables.)
# for m[] the constante 1 is substituted.# Regrettably, the weird construction with A appears to be
# necessary with one term functions, such as -8*xl 
xTOm :=proc(f,n) local i,floc,T,cf,L,LL,A;
floe := expand(f);if nops(indets(floe)) = 0 then RETURN(floc) fi;
A :=evaln(A);T:=op(1,floc+A);if T=A then T :=op(2,floc+A) fi;cf :=coeffs(T);
T := T/cf; if nops(indets(T))=1 then L:=[T] else L:=convert(T,list) fi;
LL: =sort([seq(ldegree(L[i]),i=l..nops(L))]);
LL:=[seq(LL[nops(LL)-i+1],i=l..nops(LL))];
for i from nops(LL) by -1 to 1 while LL[i]=0 do LL:=subsop(i=NULL,LL) od; 
floe := floc-cf*m(LL,n);
subs (‘m[] ‘= 1 ,cf*cat(‘m ‘ , convert (LL, string)) +xT0m(f loc ,n)) 
end:
# alternative term extraction with grobner; somewhat slower.
# n: =nops (indets (f)) ; with (grobner, leadmon) : s: = [f]: L: = [];
# for i from n by -1 to 0 do s : =leadmon(s [1] , [x. i] ) ;
# if not(s[2]=l) then L : = [degree (s [2] ) ,op (L)] fi od; 
############################################################################
# Converts general symmetric function f from p-form to s-form.
# Calls the procedures pTOx and xTOs. 
pTOs:=(f,n)->xTOs(pTOx(f,n),n):
# Converts general symmetric function f from s-form to p-form.
# Calls the procedures xTOp and sTOx. 
sTOp:=(f,n)->xT0p(sTOx(f,n),n): 
##########################################################################
# Converts general symmetric function f from p-form to x-form.
# This procedure calls the procedures pTOe and eTOx.
# Is faster tan pTOx: = (f ,n)->eT0x (pTOe (f ,n) ,n) :
pTOx:=(f,n)->expand(subs(seq(s=sum(’x .i“parse(substring(s,2..-1))’ ,
’i ’=1..n),s=indets(f)),f)):
# Converts general symmetric function f from x-form to p-form.
# This procedure calls the procedures eTOp and xTOe. 
xTOp:=(f,n)->eT0p(xTOe(f,n),n): 
############################################################################
# Converts general symmetric function f from s-form to x-form.
# Typicalinput: 3*‘s[5]‘ + 7*‘s[l, 1, 1,1,1] ‘ or output of xTOs.
sTOx:=(f,n)->expand(subs(seq(v=s(parse(substring(v,2..-1)),n), v=indets(f)),f )):
# xTOs strategy: cf pg 23/4 MacDonald [25].
# The given symm. function f is first multiplied by
# a.delta, to fas, say. Then fas is antisymmetric and can be factorized into the
# functions a.(lambda+delta). This can be done in the way of of xTOm! Afterwards
# the variable a.(lambda +delta) is replaced via substitution by
# s.lambda, a.(lambda+delta) is computed as a determinant (since there seems to be
# no signum-function in Maple, I think).
# For s [] the constante 1 is substituted.




reduceer:= proc(ff,p:¡procedure) local i,ffloc,fflocplus,fflocmin,T,cf,L,LL,A,n; 
ffloc:=expand(ff) ;n:=nops(indets(ffloc)); if n =0 then RETURN(ffloe) fi;
T:=op(l,ffloc);if nops(indets(T))=0 then T :=op(2 ,ffloc) fi;cf :=coeffs(T); T := T/cf; 




if nops(fflocplus)>nops(fflocmin) then ffloc := fflocmin 
else ffloc := fflocplus;cf:=-cf fi;





4 M aple procedures connected  w ith  H am m ond’s 
differential operators and M acM ahon’s counting  
m ethod o f Latin squares.
4.1 In trod u ction :  H a m m o n d  op era tors .
The H am m ond operator of a partition  lam bda is an elem ent of a certain  com m utative 
algebra of differential operators acting on the sym m etric functions. This algebra 
is isom orphic w ith th a t of the sym m etric functions [7], [20].
Here one has to  work w ith infinitely m any variables. However, one m ay restrict 
oneself to  finitely m any (a hom om orphic im age), in which the associated H am m ond 
operators become finite.
In the above operator-algebra are operators d.i; d.i(f) is differentiation of the 
sym m etric function f, w ritten  in e-form, w ith respect to  e.i. In the case of n 
variables we pu t d.i =  0 for i >  n.
Let there be given a partition  lam bda (in descending order as in [25], and if 
necessary considered to  possess an infinite ta il of zeroes.
e.lam bda is as usual the product of all e(lambda[i]) (Maple procedure: e .lam bda(lam bda,n), 
in x l,...,x n ).
Furtherm ore let c .lam bda = jl!j2!...jk! w ith ji  the m ultiplicity  of the i-the part 
(>0) of lam bda.
Let us say th a t a list a list m u lies above lambda, if for all i mu[i]>lam bda[i].
N otation: m u > lam b d a  (in M acDonald this is denoted by a inverse inclusion sign 
(pg. 4)). m u-lam bdais defined com ponentwise ( “skew diagram ” in M acDonald).
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The H am m ond operator H (lam bda) (or H (lam bda,n) if we have n variables) 
now is defined as (l/c .lam bda)*e(m u-lam bda)d(m u), the sum  over all lists m u 
> lam bda. This sum  is finite if we have n variables, since e.i is zero for i >  n.
H (lam bda) has coefficients in 7L.
H (lam bda,n) is zero if m ax lam bda.i >  n. W hen lam bda =  [] (em pty) is, the 
operator is the identity.
For more details we refer to  [20].
4.2 M a p le  cod e .
# 1. Some code useful to experiment with Hammond operators.
# Combinatorial version of a Hammond cancellation operator for functions in x-form.
# HAH is the Hammond operator that cancels a part p from the lists occurring in
# the symmetric function f, (given in x-form).
# HAH calls the procedures ‘‘sch" (see below), xTOm and mTOx.
# a constant term C equals C.m([],n) so is made zero
# at the start (for p does not occur) ; in the result m[]
# of course equals 1 
HAH :=proc(f,p,n);
xTOm(f-subs(seq(x.i=0,i=l. .n),f ) ,n) ;
mTOx(subs(‘m O ‘=0,subs(seq(v=cat(‘m ‘,convert(sch(parse(substring(v,
2..1ength(v))),p,n),string)),v=indets(")),")),n) 
end:
#ALTERNATIVE VERSION: xTOm and mTOx are not being used here (as in HAH)
HAHm:=proc(f,p,n);
f-subs(seq(x=0,x=indets(f)),f);




# sch cancels, if possible, a part p from the partition lambda; otherwise it yields 0.
# If the number of variables n is smaller than nops(lambda) the result also is 0.
# Assumption: the list lambda is in descending order, 
sch:=proc(lambda,p,n) local i,nl;
n l :=nops(lambda); if n<nl then RETURN(O) fi; 
i:=l;while (i<=nl) and not (lambda[i]=p) do i:=i+l od; 
if i=nl+l then RETURN(0) f i ;subsop(i=NULL,lambda) 
end:
# EXAHPLE: sch([7,7,7],7,3); 
############################################################################
# The Hammond operator for the partition lambda and n variables, applied to
# the symmetric function f in x-form. lambda may be unordered and contain zeroes. 
HAHH0ND:=proc(lambda,f,n) local i; global L,ham;
L : =evaln(L) ; L: =sort (lambda) ; L: = [seq(L [nops (L) -i+1] , i=l. .nops (L) ) ] ; 
for i from nops(L) by -1 to 1 while L[i]=0 do L:=subsop(i=NULL,L) od; 
if L=[] then RETURN (expand(f ) ) fi;
ham :=evaln(ham);ham :=0 ;
parse(cat(seq(‘ for m u ‘.i.‘ from L[‘.i.‘] to ‘.n.‘ d o ‘,i=l..nops(L) ) ,
‘ ham:=subs(e0=l,expand(ham+product(’e .(mu.i-L[i]) ’,’i ’=1..‘,nops(L),‘)*‘, 
seq(‘diff (‘,i=l..nops(L)),convert(xTOe(f,n),string),seq(‘,e.mu‘.i.‘) ‘,
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# the Hammond operator for the partition lambda and n variables, applied to
# the symmetric function f given in e-form, lambda may be unordered
# and contain zeroes.HAHHONDe:=proc(lambda,f,n) local i; global L,ham;
L : =evaln(L) ; L: =sort (lambda) ; L: = [seq(L [nops (L) -i+1] , i=l. .nops (L)) ] ; 
for i from nops(L) by -1 to 1 while L[i]=0 do L:=subsop(i=NULL,L) od; 
if L=[] then RETURN (expand(f)) fi;
ham:=evaln(ham);ham:=0 ;







#2. EXAMPLE:# (SFPACK is our software package containing generators, conversions etc.;
# downloadable from http:/www.cs.kun.nl/~bolke/Research/SFPACK.gz)
# read SFPACK;
# Fx:=expand(3*m([1,2,3],5)+7*m([1,2,2],5)-12):
# F e :=xT0e(Fx,5):
















# 1# > HAHHOND([1,5,0],G,5) ;
# 0# > HAHHOND([1,1,1] ,G,5) :
## > xT0m(",5);
# m[2, 1] + 3 m[l, 1, 1]
# > xT0m(G,5);
# 3 m[2, 2, 2] +m[3, 2, l]+8 m[2, 2, 1, l]+3 m[3, 1, 1, l]+22 m[2, 1, 1, 1, 1]
## Fx:=expand(3*m([1,2,3],5)+7*m([1,2,2],5)-12):
# HAHHOND([1,2,4],Fx,5);
# 0# HAHHOND([1,2,2],Fx,5) ;
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# 3 x5 + 3 x4 + 3 x3 + 3 x2 + 3 xl# HAMMOND([3,3,1] ,m([l,2,4] ,4) ,4) ;
# HAMMOND([1,2,4] ,m([3,3,l] ,4) ,4) ; 
############################################################################ ############################################################################
# 3. The isomorphism mapping the symmetric functions onto the space
# of the Hammond operators.
# MacMahon’s ([ ], pg. 27/8/9) operators d.i and D.i:
# DMM.i is the cancellation of part i from a partition m(lambda,n) and
# corresponds with e(i,n)=m([seq(l,j=l..i)],n). DMM.i is called A.i in 
vd Corput’s ‘‘Scriptum 3".
# It calls the procedure HAMMOND.
DMM:=(k,f,n)->HAMM0ND([seq(l,i=l..k)],f,n):
# dMM.i is defined if a.(i+j)*d/da.j, the sum taken over all j >= 0.
# dMM.i corresponds with p(i,n), the i-the Newton- or power function, so with
# m([i],n). It calls the procedure HAMMOND. 
dMM:=(k,f,n)->HAMM0ND([k],f,n): 
############################################################################
# projection operator, necessary to apply Hammond operators to Latin
# rectangles. proj(n,m,F) makes all variables x.i zero from and including
# the n+l-th, and all variables 1 to and incl. the m-th.
# F is in x-form; take n >= m.
proj:=(n,m,F)->subs(seq(x.i=l,i=l..m),seq(x.i=0,i=n+l..nops(indets(F))),F): 
############################################################################ ############################################################################
# 4. EXAMPLE:# Verification of MacMahons counting method for Latin squares.
# (SFPACK is our software package containing generators, conversions etc.;
# downloadable from http:/www.cs.kun.nl/~bolke/Research/SFPACK.gz)
read SFPACK; 
n: =3;
lambda: = [seq(2~i,i=0..n-1)] ;
alist:=[seq(l,i=l..2~n-l)];
mmacht:=expand(xTOe(m(lambda,n),n)~n);
for i to n do mmacht:=HAMMONDe(alist,mmacht,n) od;
# For n=2 this yields 2; for n=3 12, as it should.
# For n=4 all this takes much too much time.
# A better idea therefore is:# First compute the power m(lambda,n)~n;
# convert this to m-form;
# next, perform »»»combinatorial cancellations in the m-components!!!!***
mmacht:=m(lambda,n)~n; 
mmacht:=xTOm(mmacht,n ) :
for i to n do mmacht:=HAM(mmacht,2~n-l,n) od;
# yields very quickly: 576=(4!)~2; in accordance with MacMahon pg. 251.
# HAMMOND itself gives the general isomorphism: given a symmetric function
# f, form xTOm(f,n) and linearly combine the operators of each of the
# components that occur.
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5 M aple procedures connected  w ith  the k-fold  
sym m etric functions.
5.1 In tr o d u ct io n .
Let K  be a field of characteristic 0, and R  the ring K[ x i ,  . . ., x n] where n is
>  0.
The elem entary sym m etric functions are denoted by do =  1, a8- =  0 (i < 0 
or * >  n),  a8 =  E i < j 1< j2<...<j,<n xh xh  ■ - -XU t 1 <  * <  «)•
By the Symmetr ic  Function Theorem , any sym m etric function ƒ can be 
uniquely w ritten  as g{a\,  . . ., an) for some g =  g ( x i, . . ., x n) from  R, called the 
symmetric representation of ƒ.
In [], the question was addressed of w hat happens when this g is sym m etric 
again. This is of course perfectly possible and if it occurs k — 1 tim es, ƒ is 
called k-fold symmetric.  The num ber k was called the symmetric complexity of 
ƒ. It is an interesting com plexity problem  to find a bound on k expressed in 
the coefficients and exponents of ƒ. Such a result is given in Theorem  1 of [], 
using a m ethod based on term  ordering and the like, fam iliar from  Groebner 
basis theory [2].
In the course of the investigation, some software was w ritten  to  calculate the 
leading term s of the so-called fc-fold elem entary sym m etric functions, defined by 
a fc-fold iteration  of the iteration  (xi ,  . . ., x n) —> (ai, . . ., an).
A nother interesting question th a t arises in a n a tu ra l way in this context is: 
how can we describe the behavior (e.g., fixpoints) of this iteration  ? We shall 
give the Maple code for a num erical exam ple for n =  4.
Finally, some software was w ritten  (and referred to  in the paper) to  perform  
some checks on the ra ther in tim idating  form ulas for the eigenvalues used there. 
This can also be found below.
5.2 M a p le  softw are .
# 1. Procedure which computes the leading terms of the k-fold
# elementary symmetric functions.
s:=proc(k,m) local h;





local i ,j,m,ksymlist,varlist; 
ksymlist := array(l . . n) ; 
varlist := [] ;
for i to n do ksymlist[i] := y.i; varlist := [op(varlist) ,x. i] od; 
for i to k dofor j to n do
for m to n do
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odod;
for j to n do
for m to n do ksymlist[j] := subs(x.m = y .m,ksymlist [j]) od
odod;
for j to n do
for m to n do ksymlist[j] := subs(y.m = x.m,ksymlist [j] ) od
od;
with(grobner);









8 7 6 5 4x := [7 xl x3 + 7 x3 + 2 x4 - 7 x4 + 11 x4 - 15 x4 + 10 x43 2 8 7 6 5- 4 x4 + x4 , 7 xl x4 - x4 + 7 x4 - 9 x4 + 11 x4
4 3 2- 5 x4 - 5 x4 + 3 x4 + 7 x 4 , x2 + x3 + x 4 ,
2 8 6 5 4 3 27 x3 - 7 x3 + x4 + 2 x4 - 4 x4 + 5 x4 - 2 x4 + 4 x4 ,
8 6 5 4 3 27 x3 x4 - x4 - 2 x4 + 4 x4 - 5 x4 + 2 x4 + 3 x4 - 7 x4,
5 2  4 3  7 9  8 6-x4 - x4 + 2 x4 + x4 + 2 x4 + x4 - 2 x4 - x4 ]
> evalf(solve(x[6]));
0, 0, .5698402912, .2150798545 + 1.307141280 I,
.2150798545 - 1.307141280 I, -.6924404010 - .3181479578 I
> x:=expand(subs(x4=,/0[3] ,x)) ;
-9x := [7 xl x3 + 7 x3 - .1 10 , 3.988882038 xl + 3.988882038,
2x2 + x3 + .5698402912, 7 x3 - 7 x3 + 1.295261628,
-103.988882038 x3 - 3.011117964, .7 10 ]
> evalf(solve(x[5]));
.7548776663x : =expand(subs (x3=,/0,x)) ; etcetera! Resulting in: with
xl := -1x2 := -1.324717958x3 := .7548776663x4 := .5698402912 we have:
1 -1.000000001T -1.324717958T2 + .7548776672T3 + .5698402918T4 =
(-1.T+1) . (-1.324717958T+1).(.7548776663T+1).(.5698402912T+1)
ksymlist[j] := expand(subs(y.m = s (m,n) ,ksymlist [j] ))




alpha:=array(1..n); V :=array(1..n); 
lambda:=array(l..n); mu:=array(1..n); 
x :=array(1..n ,1..n);
for p to n do hoekp:=-2*p*Pi/(2*n+l); 
w[p]:=-evalf(cos(hoekp)+I*sin(hoekp)); 
alpha [p] : =w [p] +w [p] ~ (-1) ;




for m to n do x[p,m]:=evalf(2*((-1)~(m+1))*sin(2*p*m*Pi/(2*n+l))/sqrt(2*n+l)) od od;
for p to n do a:=lambda[p]-2+alpha[p] od;
for p to n do a : =V [p] ~ 2-alpha [p] “2+4 od;
for p to n do a:=w[p] ~ (2*n+l)+l od;
for p to n do a: =mu[p] * (w [p] ~n+w [p] ~ (-n) )-1 od;
for p to n do a:=mu[p] ~2*lambda[p]-1 od;
aa:=array(l.,n,l..n);for p to n do for m to n do
aa[p ,m] : =x[p ,m] - (w[p] ~m-w [p] ~ (-m) ) / (I*sqrt (2*n+l) ) od od; evalm(aa) ;
for p to n do a: =2*w[p]-alpha[p]-V[p] od;
for p to n do a: =2*w [p] ~ (-1) -alpha[p] +V[p] od;
for p to n do a: =w [p] ~2-alpha[p] *w[p] +1 od;
for p to n do a: =w [p] ~ (-2)-alpha[p] *w [p] ~ (-1) +1 od;
with(linalg):
n:=4 ; Dl :=array(1..n,1. .n) ; 
for i to n do for j to n do
if j>n-i then Dl[i,j]:=l else Dl[i,j]:=0 fi od od; 
evalm(Dl);Y:=D1;Y:=evalm(Dl&*Y);
El :=array(1..n,1..n); 
for i to n do for j to n do




for i to n do for j to n do
if j=n-i+l then Dinv[i,j]:=l elif j=n-i




S :=array(1..n,l..n); DIS:=array(1..n,1..n); aim:=array(1..n,1..n);
for p to n do for m to n do S [m,p] : =x [p,m] ; aim[m,p] : =mu[p] *S [m,p] od od;
evalm(Dl&*S-aim) ;
evalm(x&*S);
for p to n do print(abs(mu[p])) od;
for p to n do print(sign(mu[p])*(-1)~(n+p)) od;
k :=5 ; Dlk:=Dl;
for i from 1 to k-1 do Dlk:=Dlk&*Dl od;
Dlk:=evalm(Dlk);
aim :=array(1..n ,1..n); 
for i to n do for j to n do 
aim[i, j] :=-Dlk[i, j] ;
for p to n do aim[i,j]:=aim[i,j]+evalf(((-1)~(i+j+(n+p)*k))* 
sin(2*p*i*Pi/(2*n+l))*sin(2*p*j*Pi/(2*n+l))/
((2*n+l)* (2~(k-2))*cos(p*Pi/(2*n+l))~k)) od od od; 
evalm(aim);
Delta:=array(1..n,1..n);
for i to n do for j to n do Delta[i,j]:=0 od od; 
for i to n do Delta [i, i] : =mu[i] od;
ST :=array(1..n,1..n);





for i to n do for j to n do
aim[i, j] :=-Dlk[i, j] ;for p to n do aim[i, j] : = 












for q to n do for p to n do xp:=2*p*Pi/(2*n+l);
Dtsoml:=evalf(Dtsoml+q*((-1)~(n+q+(n+p)*t))*sin(n*xp)*sin(q*xp)/
((2*n+l)* (2~ (t-2))*cos(xp/2)~t)) od od;
Dtsom2:=0;
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